Resolution analysis of SDOM
To demonstrate the resolution of SDOM, two neighboring emitters with increasing dipole orientation difference   and increasing distances are simulated. Here two aspects have been considered: fluorescence intensity (without considering the dipole orientation in SDOM), and orientation mapped SDOM image.
Spatial resolution of ~50 nm in the SDOM intensity image could be achieved with larger orientation difference, with pixel size of 25 nm ( Figure S1 a-c). Horizontal profile plots declare ~50 nm resolution when 70    ( Figure S1c ).
With orientation mapping to bring additional dimension for resolution enhancement, ~50 nm resolution can be obtained with pixel size of 50 nm ( Figure S1 e-f). Orientation could be mapped within error of 11°where the error refers to the angular difference between the ground-truth one ( Figure S1d ) and the mapped one 
Accuracy of dipole-orientation mapping in SDOM
Estimation of dipole orientation by SDOM would be much more accurate than by conventional linear dichroism, due to the improved resolution of SDOM. Compared to imaging resolution of wide-field (~300 nm) and confocal (~250 nm), the SDOM resolution of ~50 nm reduce the detection area of wide field by 36 and confocal by 25 . This significant reduction of detection area would greatly reduce the divergence of dipole orientations within detection area, which makes SDOM results describe the local dipole orientation with much higher accuracy and higher OUF.
To support this, both simulation and experimental results are demonstrated. Orientation mapping accuracy in Figure S1d , e are compared when the orientation difference is 30° and 60°. The dipole orientation is estimated by the same least square fitting method and the same parameter while wide field results have 2 ~3  larger detection error than SDOM results ( Figure S2a ). In the simulation of two emitters with a distance of 100 nm, the detection error of SDOM is under 10 degrees even at small difference when 100 repetitive simulations are performed ( Figure S2b ). Figure S3c demonstrates how OUF will change with respect to orientation difference, with two emitters in a pixel. Figure S3d compares the wide-field OUF and SDOM OUF in the simulation in Figure S1 d, e. In Figure S3e , f, OUFs of orientation-mapped images between wide-field and SDOM experimental data are compared.
Orientation mapping using wide-field data is equivalent to conventional linear dichroism methods such as PolScope 1 . In comparison, SDOM not only creates orientation-mapping images with a higher resolution and accuracy, but also has a larger OUF. The increase of OUF is mainly accredited to the improvement of resolution, which decreases the number of dipoles in the detection area, making the dipole orientations less divergent. SDOM algorithm also models unmodulated background noise into b(r), which reduces B and increases OUF (OUF = A / B). However, the latter one is the minor reasons since the detection area is reduced to a fraction of wide-field detection area, and the background noise b(r) is usually much smaller than dipole signal   0 gr. Figure S1f 
